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This book shows you how to recognize your hidden "root" problems, and detect and correct

character flaws and "weed seed" attitudes. It also can teach you how to discern true prophets using

Dr. Hamon's ten M's.
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I have read this book several times and have bought copys of it for several people. I love what

Bishop Hamon does with this book. I have the audio version of this book called the 10M's and I

must say if you are wanting to move into God's finest this is the book to help you get there. It helps

you to discern any weed seeds and character flaws that you need to deal with and to move in a

greater understanding and capacity of the Prophetic. This book is a must for the serious student of

Prophecy or one ministering in the Prophetic gifts.

i gave this book a 5 star, because it has proven to be a valuable tool to use in my life, and add to my

library. it relates trials, tribulations, pitfalls of us modern day profits, right back to the profits in the

bible. its principles, and to do's are practicle and easily appliable. it will certainly show one where we

need to be abased and where God is elevating. its a must get for those who have unanswered

questions and unresolved issues in their life. thank God for his seasoned profits!



This book is great for those who are novices in the prophetic. It helps one to understand the frailties

in one using their prophetic gift and how easy it is to get caught up in pride. It is also a guide to help

one understand a word given that was wron or either hurt by a prophet.

Though this book carries the title for "Prophets", I found this book has life lessons that apply to

everyone in the Kingdom of God. For people in Ministry it is a must. Today more than ever we need

to be reminded of the pitfalls that can happen to ANY of us if we are not careful.

I rated this book very high because it is one of the best self help books that is written and available

on the market for this century. This book has helped not only me, but it has been a tremendous help

to the members of my church. I would recommend this book to everyone that wants to increase and

improve their spiritual health.

This book should be used in basic training for prophets. It uncovers some pitfalls that must be

avoided in order to move in effective prophetic ministry.

It is an excellent book of guidance and counseling for those who are called to and or who wished to

go into the ministries for God's purpose.It will help a serious person mold, tame and examine his/her

character traits which might be a stumbling block in their pathway. One does not have to be in five

fold ministries to read and derive the book's benefits. Enjoy it!

Another winner for Bishop Bill Hamon, who many call the Father of the Prophetic. This gift seems to

be the most ignored and misunderstood, even more than tongues. Bishop Hamon teaches things to

look for regarding errors that can be made by people moving in the gift. Everyone needs to be

aware of the teaching in this book whether you move in the gift or are attending prophetic ministries.

This is a must have book!
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